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New version - PC MAC . Q: Representing an SVG Icon I'm trying to represent an icon using an SVG file. As I'm very new to this (and the basics of SVG), I wanted to seek some direction. For a start, I'm using a single rectangular polygon to represent the icon. The idea is that I would like to be able to change the icon color and/or font, by changing the CSS/background-color/color. Is
there anything in SVG that would help me accomplish this? In my case, I'm trying to represent a person with a circle for the head (or face). I'm not using any specific shape besides a single polygon. (please, if you're unsure about this question, consider why a single polygon shape.) A: If you are referring to a face, then SVG has a full set of properties that you can use. You might want to
familiarize yourself with the attributes given here to get a handle on them. E.g. AwesomeFace
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